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Recognised by the Kennel Club and listed in their official Breed Rescue directory.
 Information sheet


Thank you for enquiring about adopting a Bichon Frise, please read the following carefully before completing the enclosed form and returning it to your local helper.

Main reasons why bichons come into Rescue for Re-homing

Changing Circumstances:
1.	Owner dies or is unable to cope due to illness
2.	Marriage break-up
3.	Children start school and mother returns to work
4.	Wrong sort of home
5.          Found as stray

The majority of rescue bichons are mature dogs and this is totally different to taking on an 8 week old puppy, which soon becomes accustomed to your routine.  However, the bichon is probably one of the easiest breeds to rehome, especially the older ones. We are always looking for really good homes, which match our criteria, particularly those willing to give a last few happy years to the older dogs or those with problems.

Information about Bichon Frisé Rescue

Bichon Frisé Rescue is committed to reducing the number of dogs needing rehoming by providing advice to existing owners and potential purchasers. This is not a source of breeding dogs or of cheap puppies.

We are a national organisation consisting of a National Co-ordinator, Regional Representatives and local helpers - all of whom are volunteers who freely give up their time. 
 We do not use kennels, nor do we have centres where the dogs can be viewed. Each dog is fostered in the home of our nearest helper.  We currently rehome about 130 bichons a year and always do home checks first – be careful of organisations that do not.

The Bichon Frisé

The Bichon is bred to be a companion to humans. It is a friendly, lively breed and usually remains so all its life, which can typically be 15 years. Unlike many breeds there is no difference in temperament between dogs and bitches. 
 
It is not a breed that can be left for long on a regular basis and this is the main reason why so many come through for rehoming, usually when the circumstances of their owners change. Their generally profuse coats (which they need to protect them from the sun in the summer and the cold in the winter) require daily brushing and combing and a visit to a recommended groomer every 4-6 weeks. Failure to do this allows the coat to matt up very quickly making it painful for them to walk. Many bichons come through like this and have to be shaved down.

Although pet shops will describe and sell a Bichon as ‘the perfect family pet’, it is not really suitable for those with very young children. Being friendly and lively means they will want to play ‘tug of war’ with every toy the child picks up, sometimes unintentionally scratching and frightening the child. The child can also confuse a Bichon with a ‘teddy bear’ making the small Bichon unable to escape when it has been cuddled enough! This can result in turning the Bichon from a happy little dog into one that dislikes children and requiring rehoming without children.

Please note that we will not consider you if you have pre-school children for the reasons mentioned above.  Also your application to adopt will be turned down if you work and are away from home longer than 3 and a half hours.   Going home lunchtime will not suffice.

General Information  

Since rescue bichons come from many sources their size and shape varies. 12 to 18 lbs (5.5 to 8kg) is the typical weight range. The average age of those requiring new homes is 5-6 years, which we still consider young, bearing in mind their expected life span. 

A non-refundable contribution of £100.00 will be required upon receipt of a dog.  All contributions are used to cover costs incurred in care expenses such as veterinary fees, neutering, and all other associated costs in ensuring that some of the unfortunate dogs that come into rescue are given he best possible care.

If, after reading all of the above, you would like to be considered for a rescue bichon - please complete the application form answering all the questions to the best of your ability and return it to the address given on the form.  If your application for adoption is successful, the nearest helper will be asked to make contact with you to arrange a mutually convenient appointment for a home visit. They will usually bring one of their own Bichons with them. This helper will check all facilities and clear up any questions that either we or you as the prospective new owner may have. It will also be this helper who will subsequently be on hand to offer any assistance or advice and they will check on the welfare of the dog after placement.  If the bichon is not already neutered there will be a condition of adoption that this must be done within a set time.

As with most dog rescue societies, the Bichon remains the property of Bichon Frisé Rescue for it’s own protection. The emphasis is always on matching the right dog to the right home and we will do all we can to ensure it remains in that home by giving any help or advice needed. At the end of the day it must never be passed on to anyone else and must be returned to rescue if necessary.

As well as new homes we are also looking for additional volunteers to carry out home checks for us.

If you are an existing bichon owner or already carry out home checks for other animal organisations we’d love to hear from you.

Should you now decide that a rescue bichon is not suitable for you then please remember that reputable, caring breeders do not sell through pet shops (you may not want a show dog, but you do require a healthy dog with a good temperament). Reputable breeders will ask you as many questions as we would! They will give you after care and advice, which will mean fewer dogs needing our help.

Avoid *free paper & internet* advertisements, these are generally dealers or people who don’t know what they are doing and who may double up on genetic faults thus producing unhealthy puppies. Despite their assurances at time of purchase you will receive very little support afterwards.

 





